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Ecostrat’s Experience


Largest supplier of wood fuel to greenhouse market in Ontario. Each
customer’s requirement range from 30,000 tonnes per year to 3000 tonnes
per year.



Advised and supplied schools in New England region back in 2010



Currently supply two medium sized facility in NC and MI and have
extensive experience in Just In Time delivery scheduling.



Advised more than 100 developers and public institutions on biomass
procurement strategy.



Been actively trading wood fuel in Ontario for more than 25 years.

Clients

Small/Medium Sized Facility

Biomass Supply Importance
Under the right regulatory conditions
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Difference Between Large Vs
Small/Medium Size Biomass Users
This difference can affect the price you pay for wood chips vs market price



Wood Specification Tolerance



Storage Capacity (Just In Time)



Purchasing Power



Onsite Handling Equipment

Wood Specification Tolerance


Large facilities have the capability to tolerate higher
moisture and higher inconsistency in the wood
LARGE Facility Specs

SMALL Facility Specs

Storage Capacity (Just In Time)


Larger facilities have the capability to store up to 3 weeks worth of wood
while most small/medium size facility only have a maximum 3 days worth
of storage in most cases.
LARGE Facility Storage Capacity

SMALL Facility Storage Capacity

Purchasing Power


Large facilities are the anchor customer of a wood basket



Large facilities determine the price of a wood basket



Small/Medium sized facilities have to pay above market price to compete
with large facilities



Large facilities have flexibility (I.e. year round intake, 24 hours, reliability,
etc.)



Skepticism in the market place for biomass projects

Onsite Handling Equipment


Larger facilities can handle both walking floor and traditional trailers.
This flexibility allows suppliers to use a less expensive trailer to
provide the service.



The time required to unload wood chips at larger facilities are
typically shorter due to their equipment.
LARGE Facility Unloading

SMALL Facility Unloading

Typical Mistakes For New Facilities
This can increase the price of wood chips a facility buys going forward.



Pre-construction mistakes (Budget Vs Operations)



Boiler manufacturer’s fuel specifications do not match market
availability or specifications that are unrealistic.



RFQ requesting for very tight specifications and no allowances for
flexibility unnecessarily increase the price for fuel.



Bad RFQ that makes it tough for small businesses to bid.



Not flexible with suppliers and no supply disruption plans.

Mistake 1: Pre-Construction Mistake
Project Manager and Operations manager’s interest are not aligned. Project manager
is interested in construction budget, while operations manager wants the plant to run
efficiently without disruption. This can cause the following issues:


Not building a substantial enough storage for long weekends and weather
disruption to be below budget



Not planning for variances in moisture content of wood chips prior to choosing a
wood boiler. A strict specifications boiler is much more budget friendly.



Not planning for sizing variances in wood chips. This can be solved with a small
screener but it requires more money.

Mistake 2: Fuel Specifications.


Requesting for specifications that currently do not exist in the market.



Mislabeling types of wood chips (i.e. sawmill chips, whole tree chip, etc.)



Requesting for specifications that only 1 or 2 suppliers in the market can provide,
this can cause a supply issues if one of those suppliers go out of business.



Letting other parties tell you that the specifications they need is typical in the
market and that no market (supply and competition) due diligence is required
prior to purchasing the boiler.

Mistake 3: Unnecessarily Requirements


Examples of unnecessarily requirements:
1)

Screened wood chips to removed all fines even with pulp chips.

2)

No leeway for wood chips moisture (wood chip moisture can vary with season)

3)

Unnecessary tight wood chip size spec(wood chip is delivered in bulk and hence requires
some allowances)

4)

Tight delivery hours

5)

Sizing of wood chips that is not realistic (i.e. chip thickness of no less than 0.25 inch)

6)

Species specific (hardwood vs softwood)

Mistake 4: Bad RFQ or RFP
The examples of bad RFQ or RFP
1)

Bid bonds that are exceedingly high

2)

Supply contract terms that are either too long or too short

3)

Penalties or rejection that is too steep and unrealistic

4)

Testing procedure for wood chip quality that is open for interpretation.

5)

Supply quantity that is open ended. This makes it difficult to plan.

6)

RFQ terms that do not reflect the realities of the market. (i.e. long unloading time,
partial load delivery, not paying by weight, etc)

Mistake 5: Disruption Plans
Example of Supply Disruption

Equipment break down
2) Weather disruption
3) Insolvent supplier
4) Unreliable supplier (i.e. only 1 truck, bad employees, etc.)
1)

Plans

Off-site inventory
2) Purchase from multiple suppliers
3) Ensure supplier has back up truckers
1)

Miscellaneous Oversight


Trailer Size and setup



Storage monitoring



Long weekend inventory



Government Regulations



Frozen wood chips in trailers (Northern weather)



Weighing of trucks.

Outcomes - Examples


Plant in PA sitting idle due to the fact they are not able to purchase sawdust at 15%
moisture because their main supplier went bankrupt. A Spec that was very tough to
meet by other suppliers.



A plant in NC (just outside of Raleigh) was forced to purchase only clean debarked chips
even though their RFQ stated that they can buy whole tree chip. A terminology mishap
caused a price increase. All they needed was an initial investment of $45K for an
oversize screener.



Schools and public institutions in the New England Region (in the infancy of the industry)
was having to pay a high price for wood chips due to the demand for only hardwood
chips. The BTU content for hardwood vs softwood is negligible. This caused a spike in
prices when hardwood became highly sought after by many school as well as the pulp
mills.



School in Michigan requested for a bid but did not purchase wood from winner until a
year later. The supplier decided to work elsewhere and had to move things around to
accommodate the school. This caused the supplier to increase the price from the
original quote.

Conclusion


Due diligence on supply chain is very important (Supply
Assessment/Supplier Vetting)



Working closely with suppliers rather than an ultimatum



Working closely with engineers/boiler manufacturers to ensure that
specifications can actually be met in the market place.



Ensure that there are many suppliers in the market to avoid being tied
down to one supplier.



Equipment, Equipment, Equipment (Do no cheap out on equipment)

Conclusion


Your local wood basket determines if you should purchase a wood
boiler.



Don’t blindly trust experts. (talk to non-stakeholders i.e. other users
of biomass)



Cheapest bidder doesn’t mean the most reliable bidder. Heavily
scrutinize your vendors.



A successful project is crucial to promote the viability of biomass
heating in Ontario and not to scare others away.
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